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1. Introduction 
 
Stated choice (SC) methods are used extensively in many application contexts to reveal the 
influences on behavioural responses and willingness to pay for specific attributes1. Within 
the SC setting, sampled agents typically assess a number of labelled or unlabelled 
alternatives defined by a set of attributes, each of which is offered as a level drawn from a 
pre-specified set of levels and range of levels, and they are asked to choose the most 
preferred alternative (including the choice to not choose any of the offered alternatives). 
This assessment is repeated a number of times up to the total number of choice sets being 
offered. The data is then subject to discrete choice modelling using tools such as 
multinomial logit (MNL), nested logit, mixed logit and latent class MNL. In empirical 
settings where the focus is on prediction and behavioural response (ie elasticity 
determination), best practice SC methods sit aside of revealed preference (RP) choice data 
in which observed choices from a choice set of at least two market-provided alternatives are 
incorporated in model estimation. There is a rich literature on how two or more data 
sources of choice response are combined (through rescaling) to take advantage of the 
relative strengths of each data source (see Hensher et al 1999, Louviere et al 2000). When 
the focus is on willingness to pay (WTP) for specific attributes, SC data as a stand-alone 
data source can be justified, since the focus is on the ratio of parameters (and not the choice 
responses per se). Our emphasis herein is WTP. 
 
Regardless of the empirical setting and the application plan, SC experiments typically are 
based on a pre-specified design plan in respect of the number of attributes (including their 
levels and range), the number of alternatives in a choice set and the number of choice sets 
to be assessed. While some studies allow for variations in a subset of these design 
dimensions (especially the number of alternatives and the number of choice sets), it is 
common for all sampled agents to be given the exact same number of attributes, 
alternatives and choice sets. While this is not, per se, a failing of a study, it does raise 
questions about the influence that the SC design has on the WTP. Without any variation in 
the dimensionality of the design, it is not possible to assess what influence the design per se 
has on WTP. Does the design impact in some systematic or non-systematic way on the 
parameters associated with each attribute? Is the impact stronger on the mean or the 
variance associated with estimated parameters and/or the random component of each 
alternative’s utility expression? These are important questions which should be answered as 
we search for some way of knowing not only what the answers are but also how we might 
control for the influence of the design on WTP (what we might call design bias).  
 
The interest in design bias can be traced through to the implications on choice. The 
literature refers to choice consistency as the primary reason for establishing the influence of 
the design of an SC experiment. Some researchers (eg Heiner 1983) suggest that an 
increase in choice set complexity will compromise choice consistency. That is, the variation 
                                                          
1 Koestler (1978), in commenting on general systems theory, without any knowledge of stated choice methods is signalling the relevance 
of such methods. To quote: “When the chess-player stares at the board in front of him, trying to visualize various situations three moves 
ahead, he is guided by feedbacks from imagined environments. Most of our thinking, planning and creating operates in such imaginary 
environments. But – to quote Bartlett (1958) – ‘all our perceptions are inferential constructs’, coloured by imagination, and so the 
difference is merely one of degrees. The hierarchy is open-ended at the top” (Appendix I, 301). This is precisely the justification for the 
stated choice paradigm. 
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in choice responses cannot be explained by the underlying preference (or utility) function, 
especially if the latter imposes a condition of unlimited human capacity to process 
information of varying degrees of magnitude and quality in a costless and optimal 
(minimum effort) manner to arrive at a utility-maximising choice. Heiner argues that 
increasing choice complexity would widen the gap between an individual’s cognitive 
ability and the cognitive demands of the decision; which would lead to a restriction of the 
range of decisions considered. While this may satisfy a particular cognitive ability and 
produce greater predictability in the outcomes, they are not welfare maximising. What we 
see is an increase in unobserved influences on outcomes (or a relatively higher unexplained 
error or noise in the random utility function). The issue of note here is to establish if the 
difference in behavioural choice response associated with a complex choice can be 
attributed to differing design complexities. In the current empirical context, in which a 
particular behavioural interest is in the WTP for time savings (or the value of travel time 
savings (VTTS)), we wish to establish whether the mean and the full distribution for VTTS 
is statistically sensitive to the dimensionality of the SC experiment, and whether any 
differences can be shown to vary systematically as the choice design increases (or 
decreases) in complexity. One challenge is to formally define what is meant by 
‘complexity’. 
 
The focus of this research is not new; indeed a number of studies have asked similar 
questions (eg Ohler et al 2000, White et al 1998, DeShazo and Fermo 2001, Dellaert et al 
1999). However previous studies have investigated a subset of the full design 
dimensionality investigated herein. The most ‘popular’ design variation is in the number of 
attributes and alternatives (eg DeShazo and Fermo 2001), in variations in the range of a 
fixed number of attributes (eg White et al 1998, Ohler et al 2000, Hensher 2001a) or 
variations in the number of choice sets (eg Hensher et al 2001). In the current inquiry we 
vary five dimensions: the number of attributes, alternatives, and choice sets as well as the 
range of each attribute2 and the number of attribute levels. 
 
This paper (the first in a series) is organised as follows. Given the focus on the role of 
design dimensionality (DD) on the performance of the utility functions associated with each 
alternative in a choice set, we specify the various ways in which DD can be explicitly 
incorporated as a set of contextual effects (which may or may not be a source of 
behavioural response and WTP bias). The specifications of an SC Design of Designs (DoD) 
is then detailed, followed by an overview of the full set of designs. The empirical context is 
briefly described, followed by exploratory data analysis and estimation of a series of choice 
models. The SC experiments offer extensive opportunities for inquiry, reserved for a series 
of future papers, with the current paper providing a first effort3 in assessing the influence of 
DD on WTP.  
                                                          
2 Deborah Street has developed a number of 100% efficiency designs for all dimensions except the range. 
3 Subsequent papers will focus on the specification of alternative measures of choice complexity and 
information processing strategies, as well as the contribution of advanced choice models such as mixed logit 
is revealing sources of bias linked to the mean and variance of parameters. 
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2. Choice Complexity and Design Dimensionality  
 
The behavioural engine of a discrete choice model is the utility expression associated with 
each alternative and the way that it interacts with the utility expressions for the other 
alternatives, leading to an analyst’s establishment of a probabilistic definition of an 
individual’s choice outcome. Stated choice experiments permit multiple observations on 
each sampled respondent, which enables the analyst to investigate the role of an extended 
set of sources of unobserved variability on choice behaviour.  
 
One class of variability is described as contextual and refers to the influence that the design 
of the SC experiment has on choice response. To be able to establish the role of such 
contextual effects requires a treatment of all sources of unobserved effects, in recognition 
that there exist attributes of alternatives that may not be observed and which are 
contributors to preference heterogeneity.  
 
The dimensionality of the choice experiment can be viewed within a framework that 
reveals the degree of complexity and cognitive burden (Swait and Adamowicz 2001, 
2001a) of the choice task. Task complexity can be viewed as one of a set of unobserved 
influences on a choice response. The suite of unobserved candidate influences can be 
classified as (i) omitted variables (eg attributes of alternatives and conditioning 
characteristics of respondents), (ii) measurement error in the observed attributes of 
alternatives (notably in revealed preference data), (iii) true task complexity that imposes 
variation in cognitive difficulty, and (iv) uncertainty attributable to many sources including 
stimulus ambiguity, underlying preferences, beliefs about future states, peer impacts, 
strategic effects and preference elicitation techniques (eg rating).  
 
Our focus is on the properties of the choice task (what might also be described as the 
entropy range or information content), which we have identified in terms of the number of 
attributes, alternatives and choice sets, the number of levels of each attribute and the range 
of each attribute. Task complexity can be represented by these ‘raw’ dimensions as well as 
by a range of representations, broadly referred to as information load (a source of cognitive 
burden). The information load can be quantified in many ways, but appealing dimensions 
are (i) the absolute number of information items to process – the sum of the number of 
attributes across all alternatives, ranging from 6 to 24 in the current study, (ii) the 
accumulated number of choice sets in a sequence (1,2,3 up to 15), (iii) the standard 
deviation of the attribute levels across the alternatives in a choice set, (iv) the absolute 
difference in an attributes level across alternatives in a choice set, and (v) the distance 
between alternatives in attribute space as proxied by the correlation structure of attributes.  
 
In setting out the model, for the ith individual (i=1,….,N) the analyst pre-specifies a set of 
alternatives (A1, A2,…Aj,…,AJ), each defined on a set of observed attributes (xj1, 
xj2,…,xjK). The alternatives define a choice set and a number of such sets (C1, 
C2,….,Cc,…CC) are offered and evaluated. Alternative 1 is defined as the current 
commuting trip with the attribute levels reported by the respondent. In one sense this 
alternative is extremely complex in that it represents the final choice made in a real market 
out of an unknown choice set, which includes a numeraire good on which all remaining 
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income (ie Ii – pij) is spent, where Ii is the total available income for individual i and pij is 
the amount of money spent by individual i on alternative j.  
 
The design of the SC experiment herein is a pivot off of a current alternative (ie the 
alternative actually experienced). This formalisation is one way of avoiding the unrealistic 
circumstance of forcing a selection from only the designated stated choice set (Ruby et al 
1998, Morey 2000). In the context of a commuter trip that has to be undertaken, the 
opportunity to observe a chosen (RP) alternative as the status quo avoids the need to 
include a ‘no-purchase’ (NP) option.  As shown in DeShazo et al (2001), when an NP 
option is included it is unclear whether this represents a genuine no-purchase or another 
alternative(s) with attribute levels that are, to varying degrees, a substitute(s) for a 
presented alternative. The absence of close substitutes will tend to overestimate the 
willingness-to-pay for a specific alternative. While the absence of alternatives will always 
be an issue, confusion with no-purchase has been eliminated in the current context because 
there is an alternative currently chosen. No-purchase is not permissible (ie we do not allow 
someone to work from home or leave the workforce). 
 
In contrast to the current alternative (fixed across the entire choice settings of an 
individual), the information content of all other alternatives are generated using principles 
of experimental design. Each attribute associated with an alternative in a choice set is 
defined in terms of a level within a range (eg 30 mins travel time out of 4 levels (-40%, -
20%, 20%, 40% of current level), and a specific range selected from ‘narrower than base’, 
‘base’ and ‘wider than base’). Each attribute associated with the jth alternative is now 
indexed by the number of levels and a range:  (xilr1, xilr2,…,xilrK).  
 
We are now ready to formalise the choice task within a utility maximising framework that 
is sufficiently general to accommodate choice set interdependencies, correlated alternatives 
(especially between the current alternative xilr1 and each of the other alternatives) and the 
dimensionality of the choice task. We will use the phrase ‘choice complexity’ as a generic 
representation of task complexity (TC), cumulative cognitive burden (or processing limits) 
(CCB) and task order (TO). These constructs are identified by Swait and Adamowicz 
(2001) as key dimensions of designs that influence choice responses.  
 
The focus on choice complexity is only interesting when viewed more broadly under what 
we call the information processing strategy (IPS) of a decision maker. Individual’s use a 
range of IPS’s according to their capability to process, which is linked to cognitive 
capability, commitment to effort etc. It is also related to the risk spectrum they wish to 
operate under ranging from risk aversion to risk proneness. The greater the risk aversion, 
the smaller the variance in IPS. The variability in risk is often defined by constructs such as 
habit formation and variety seeking, both of which suggest mechanisms used to satisfy the 
individual’s commitment of effort and cognitive abilities. If we knew what role these 
constructs played in behavioural response then we could design an SC experiment tailored  
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to a specific IPS4. Our challenge becomes the inverse – to have a sufficiently wide ranging 
set of SC experiments that enable us to reveal the IPS of each decision maker. DeShazo and 
Fermo (2001) for example show that an increase in the quantity of information provided 
increases the variance with which individuals make their choices, but that if one increases 
the number of alternatives in a choice set up to a threshold number, the variance decreases 
and then increases. White et al (1998) show that the attribute range can significantly alter 
parameter estimates and that it can (and should) be separated from the effects due to 
variability within an attribute. However the caveat is that manipulating range on attributes 
that are not key influences on choice response may have little or no effect on the parameter 
estimates (ie they are simply ignored). Additional non-design information will be required 
to assist in revealing the IPS, such as the inclusion/exclusion plan for each attribute as well 
as an aggregation plan (eg the addition of attributes). 
 
These and other studies, while adding to our knowledge of design influences, have 
concluded that there is a great deal still to learn about the behavioural implications of the 
design of choice experiments. Just using attribute range to reinforce this statement, there 
are a number of candidate explanations for how the attribute range may influence the 
parameter estimates associated with design attributes. A very undesirable level of an 
attribute (eg a very high toll or travel time) may cause the variability in another attribute to 
be of little consequence in the choice response; but when the level of a particular attribute is 
very desirable, variability in other attributes might be more relevant, leading to a greater 
sensitivity in parameter estimates. An attribute displaying greater variance may attract 
greater attention in an evaluation. Where alternatives are similar on all but one attribute, a 
choice may be determined by that attribute having the greatest variance. These are all 
testable propositions.  
 
Design dimensionality needs to be allowed for in the specification of the utility expressions 
associated with each alternative. This can be incorporated in a number of ways including its 
treatment in the observed set of influences or as a conditioning effect on the unobserved 
influences.  
 
Three model frameworks offer interesting ways of incorporating choice complexity and IPS 
– latent class multinomial logit (LCML) (Greene and Hensher in press), mixed logit (ML) 
(McFadden and Train 2000, Hensher and Greene 2003, Train 2003), and covariance 
heterogeneity (nested) logit (CHL). Swait and Adamowicz (2001) used LCML and 
DeShazo and Fermo (2001) used CHL to investigate the influence of choice set complexity 
on choice consistency. All specifications (to varying degrees) are capable of revealing 
preference heterogeneity due to choice complexity. These methods are introduced in 
Hensher (2003); herein we limit our initial inquiry to multinomial and nested logit models 
as an appropriate way of establishing starting positions for candidate inclusions in more 
advanced discrete choice models. 
                                                          
4 Such an SC experiment has some similarities to an adaptive choice experiment in which alternative 
behavioural choice response segments are identified as a way of recognising decision rules such as ‘hard-core 
loyal’, ‘brand-type’, IIA-type and product or service form. This was considered by Kamakura et al (1996) as a 
finite mixture of nested logits (brand and product), latent class (for hard-core) and multinomial logit (IIA) 
models. 
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3. The Design Plan  
 
The empirical setting is a car commuter trip undertake in the Sydney metropolitan area in 
October or November 2002. The five design dimensions that are varied are shown in Table 
15. Extant studies were sourced as one basis of selecting these dimensions (eg Ohler et al 
2000, White et al 1998, DeShazo and Fermo 2001, Dellaert et al 1999).  
 
Table 1. The Dimensionality of the Design Plan 
 
Levels 
No. of choice 
sets (or 
scenarios) 
presented 
Number of 
alternatives 
Number of 
attributes 
Number of 
attribute 
levels 
Range of attribute levels 
6 2 3 2 Narrower than base 
9 3 4 3 Base 
12 4 5 4 Wider than base 
15  6   
 
The elements of the design plan are manipulated according to a master plan. The master 
plan has 16 runs. That is, 16 different designs are constructed to test the impact of these 
five design elements6. In addition to the linear and quadratic effects for the five dimensions, 
some interactions between those elements can also be estimated. The master plan design 
allows for the interaction between the number of choice sets and number of alternatives as 
well as between the number of alternatives and number of attributes. 
 
The DoD SC experiment is 16 Designs embedded in one design. That is, there are 16 
designs in the background, each with two versions (ie blocking of 32 rows into sets of 16). 
Since these designs do not have the same number of alternatives, choice sets and attributes, 
and since they do not refer to the same number of attribute levels, neither do they refer to 
the same levels (narrow range, base range and wide range), all this is made interactive. 
Although this might have been simpler as 16 separate DSS’s, it would have been opening 
up the possibilities of errors by the interviewer, which we wanted to minimise. The 
structure of the DoD SC experiment assigns the correct design, takes the correct version of 
it and builds the table to the dimensions of that specific design using the levels that it had 
specified7.  
 
                                                          
5 Other possible elements might have been included but we selected those that most analysts have raised as 
possible sources of response bias. We excluded the ordering of attributes. 
6 As an example, suppose we have 4 alternatives each with 6 attributes at 4 levels in 30 runs (2 versions of 15 
choice sets). The 4 alternatives are generic and thus the maximum number of parameters to estimate is 18 (ie 
6*(4-1)) with 30 scenarios, which is feasible. 
7 For the program, this involves a lot of checking but it also ensures internal control.  
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Six attributes have been selected based on earlier studies (Hensher 2000, 2001). They are: 
a- free flow time (FFT), b- slowed down time (SDT), c- stop/start time (SST), d- trip time 
variability (TTV), e- toll cost (TLC), and f- running cost (RC) (based on c/litre, 
litres/100km). Given that the ‘number of attributes’ dimension has four levels, we have 
selected the following combinations of the six attributes (noting that the aggregated 
attributes are combinations of existing attributes)8. The 3, 4, 5 and 6 attribute levels are: 
 
3: (a+b+c) Total time, d, (e+f) Total costs 
4: a,(b+c) Slowed down/Stop Start, d, (e+f) 
5: a,b,c,d, (e+f) 
6: a,b,c,d,e,f 
 
The master plan (design) gives 16 sub-designs to build as shown in Table 29. 
 
We have selected a generic design (ie unlabelled alternatives) for a number of reasons, 
including the avoidance of any confoundment with labelling. By including labelled 
alternatives (eg car, bus, train), as the number of alternatives increases, we risk 
confounding the effect of the number of alternatives with the labelling itself. To evaluate 
the effect of choice set size, we decided to use only the car as the transportation mode, 
increasing the number of alternatives by increasing the # of attribute bundles. In summary, 
making the task generic would ensure that the effect of increasing the # of alternatives is 
due to just that (namely, increasing that number) rather than to the labelling of the 
alternatives themselves.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
8 This is an important point because we did not want the analysis to be confounded by extra attribute 
dimensions. 
9 Each run of the design determines the specification of a choice experiment that has two versions. For 
example, the first row has 15 choice sets of 3 alternatives each presenting 4 attributes at 3 levels. For these 
specifications an efficient design was created. Design efficiency is an issue of great importance. Although all 
designs vary in efficiency, two different designs cannot be equally efficient. In a design context, design 
efficiency depends on the estimated parameters, thus a design that is 100% efficient is only so for a given set 
of parameters. Usually the assumption is that such parameters are equal to zero. In reality, they are unlikely to 
be equal to zero, and so choice experiments cannot be 100% efficient. Thus efficiency is likely to vary 
depending on the estimated parameters. In the current study, the real focus is on defining sensible choice tasks 
and so strategies such as combining specific attributes to produce fewer attributes rather than deleting 
attributes regarded as less important was the preferred strategy (which would reduce efficiency to some 
extent). Importantly, while equal 100% efficiency in an absolute sense is desirable, it is unlikely to be 
achievable except in special cases. Our primary focus is on classifying five task differences in order to 
investigate how best to trade them off in order to create a choice experiment. Discussion with Valerie Severin 
are appreciated. 
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Table 2. The Sub-Designs of the Overall Design 
 
Choice sets 
of size
Number of 
alternatives
Number of 
attributes
Number of 
levels of 
attributes
Range of attribute levels
15 3 4 3 Base
12 3 4 4 Wider than base
15 2 5 2 Wider than base
9 2 5 4 Base
6 2 3 3 Wider than base
15 2 3 4 Narrower than base
6 3 6 2 Narrower than base
9 4 3 4 Wider than base
15 4 6 4 Base
6 4 6 3 Wider than base
6 3 5 4 Narrower than base
9 4 4 2 Narrower than base
12 3 6 2 Base
12 2 3 3 Narrower than base
9 2 4 2 Base
12 4 5 3 Narrower than base  
 
Note: Column 1 refers to the number of choice sets. The 16 rows represent the set of designs (referred to as 
Des0,Des1,…..,Des15 in model estimation). 
 
The specific design pivots off of the attribute levels associated with a current car-
commuting trip. As a generic design, the added alternatives are exactly the same. That is, 
for two design alternatives we should not expect to find the parameter for each attribute (eg 
‘free flow travel time’) to be different for the set of non-current alternatives. They should 
be the same, so we can just estimate one parameter. Therefore we do not need the attribute 
‘free flow time 1’ to be orthogonal to the attribute ‘free flow time 2’ etc up to ‘free flow 
time J-1’.  All we need is to make sure that the attribute ‘free flow time’ representing all 
non-current alternatives is perfectly orthogonal to the other attributes (such as slow down 
time etc). This strategy reduces the whole design to a set of 8 identical scenarios for each 
respondent10. By doubling the number of scenarios we can allow some 2-way interactions. 
The design is made smaller because we do not need the extra orthogonality between 
alternatives.  
 
An issue to take into account is finding a way that reduces the number of alternatives that 
are dominated by or that dominate another alternative in a choice set. In designing choice 
experiments, knowledge of the parameters or at least some priors (like signs) for each 
attribute provides a useful input. A preferred choice experiment design is one that 
maximises the determinant of the covariance matrix, which is itself a function of the 
estimated parameters11. The design developed herein takes into account the expected signs 
of the parameters (eg negative for the time and cost attributes for the commuting trip). We 
found that in so doing, the search eliminates dominant alternatives, which is sensible since 
                                                          
10 In particular the 24*33=432/16 or 27 runs can be reduced to 24*32 = 144/16 = 8 runs by eliminating the 
number of alternatives. 
11 See footnote 9. 
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dominant alternatives do not give any useful information if we know the signs of the 
parameters. The method used finds orthogonal plans very quickly.  
 
In selecting the car commuter setting, we assumed that all commuters would have to 
undertake a trip to or from work. Although opportunities do exist for telecommuting and 
other forms of distributive work, we reasonably rejected a scenario in which a respondent 
might not undertake a trip (ie the no choice option). This also simplifies the task and 
ensures one less source of confoundment, since the ‘no choice’ alternative is not described 
by any of the design attributes. We would find it suspicious if someone was describing their 
last commuter trip (the constant alternative) and then answer that she would prefer not to 
undertake it.  
 
Thirty (30) respondents is the minimum number for each run of the master design but 
optimally it is 50. These sample sizes permit main effects (linear and quadratic). Adding 
quadratics is fine design-wise, however adding them increases the number of runs 
required for some designs. As a result, some designs have been blocked in 2 versions 
requiring more than 30 respondents to efficiently assess quadratics effects for all attributes. 
 
The designs are computer-generated. They aim at minimising the correlations between 
attributes and maximising the amount of information captured by each choice task. Usually, 
experimental designs are constructed under the assumption of parameters equal to zero. 
However, to minimise the occurrence of dominant or dominated alternatives, the 
parameters were assumed to be different from zero. Insights from past studies (Hensher 
2001a,b) determined their approximate values. 
 
The levels applied to the choice task differ depending on the range of attribute levels as 
well as on the number of levels for each attribute. The levels are variations from the 
attribute value of a recent trip. The variations used in the choice tasks are shown in Figures 
1- 9. 
 
Attribute Labels
Le
ve
l 1
Le
ve
l 2
Le
ve
l 3
Le
ve
l 4
1 Free Flow time -20% +20%
2 Slow Down -40% +40%
3 Stop/Start -40% +40%
4 Slow Down- Stop/Start -40% +40%
5 Total Travel Time -40% +40%
6 Uncertainty of travel time -40% +40%
7 Running costs -20% +20%
8 Toll costs -20% +20%
9 Total Costs -20% +20%
Design
 
Figure 1. Base levels for 2-level attributes 
Attribute Labels
Le
ve
l 1
Le
ve
l 2
Le
ve
l 3
Le
ve
l 4
Free Flow time -20% 0% +20%
Slow Down -40% 0% +40%
Stop/Start -40% 0% +40%
Slow Down- Stop/Start -40% 0% +40%
Total Travel Time -40% 0% +40%
Uncertainty of travel time -40% 0% +40%
Running costs -20% 0% +20%
Toll costs -20% 0% +20%
Total Costs -20% 0% +20%
Design
 
Figure 2. Base levels for 3-level attributes 
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Attribute Labels
Le
ve
l 1
Le
ve
l 2
Le
ve
l 3
Le
ve
l 4
Free Flow time -20% -10% +10% +20%
Slow Down -40% -20% +20% +40%
Stop/Start -40% -20% +20% +40%
Slow Down- Stop/Start -40% -20% +20% +40%
Total Travel Time -40% -20% +20% +40%
Uncertainty of travel time -40% -20% +20% +40%
Running costs -20% -10% +10% +20%
Toll costs -20% -10% +10% +20%
Total Costs -20% -10% +10% +20%
Design
 
 
Figure 3. Base levels for 4-level attributes 
 
 
Attribute Labels
Le
ve
l 1
Le
ve
l 2
Le
ve
l 3
Le
ve
l 4
Free Flow time -20% +10% +40%
Slow Down -30% +15% +60%
Stop/Start -30% +15% +60%
Slow Down- Stop/Start -30% +15% +60%
Total Travel Time -30% +15% +60%
Uncertainty of travel time -30% +15% +60%
Running costs -20% +10% +40%
Toll costs -20% +10% +40%
Total Costs -20% +10% +40%
Design
 
 
Figure 5. Levels wider than base for 3-
level attributes 
 
Attribute Labels
Le
ve
l 1
Le
ve
l 2
Le
ve
l 3
Le
ve
l 4
1 Free Flow time -20% +40%
2 Slow Down -30% 60%
3 Stop/Start -30% 60%
4 Slow Down- Stop/Start -30% 60%
5 Total Travel Time -30% 60%
6 Uncertainty of travel time -30% 60%
7 Running costs -20% +40%
8 Toll costs -20% +40%
9 Total Costs -20% +40%
Design
 
 
Figure 4. Levels wider than base for 2-
level attributes 
 
 
Attribute Labels
Le
ve
l 1
Le
ve
l 2
Le
ve
l 3
Le
ve
l 4
Free Flow time -20% 0% +20% +40%
Slow Down -30% 0% +30% +60%
Stop/Start -30% 0% +30% +60%
Slow Down- Stop/Start -30% 0% +30% +60%
Total Travel Time -30% 0% +30% +60%
Uncertainty of travel time -30% 0% +30% +60%
Running costs -20% 0% +20% +40%
Toll costs -20% 0% +20% +40%
Total Costs -20% 0% +20% +40%
Design
 
 
Figure 6. Levels wider than base for 4-
level attributes 
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Attribute Labels
Le
ve
l 1
Le
ve
l 2
Le
ve
l 3
Le
ve
l 4
1 Free Flow time -5% +5%
2 Slow Down -20% +20%
3 Stop/Start -20% +20%
4 Slow Down- Stop/Start -20% +20%
5 Total Travel Time -20% +20%
6 Uncertainty of travel time -20% +20%
7 Running costs -5% +5%
8 Toll costs -5% +5%
9 Total Costs -5% +5%
Design
 
 
Figure 7. Levels narrower than base for 2-
level attributes 
 
 
Attribute Labels
Le
ve
l 1
Le
ve
l 2
Le
ve
l 3
Le
ve
l 4
Free Flow time -5% -2.5% +2.5% +5%
Slow Down -20% -2.5% +2.5% +20%
Stop/Start -20% -2.5% +2.5% +20%
Slow Down- Stop/Start -20% -2.5% +2.5% +20%
Total Travel Time -20% -2.5% +2.5% +20%
Uncertainty of travel time -20% -2.5% +2.5% +20%
Running costs -5% -2.5% +2.5% +5%
Toll costs -5% -2.5% +2.5% +5%
Total Costs -5% -2.5% +2.5% +5%
Design
 
 
Figure 9. Levels narrower than the base 
for 4-level attributes 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Attribute Labels
Le
ve
l 1
Le
ve
l 2
Le
ve
l 3
Le
ve
l 4
Free Flow time -5% 0% +5%
Slow Down -20% 0% +20%
Stop/Start -20% 0% +20%
Slow Down- Stop/Start -20% 0% +20%
Total Travel Time -20% 0% +20%
Uncertainty of travel time -20% 0% +20%
Running costs -5% 0% +5%
Toll costs -5% 0% +5%
Total Costs -5% 0% +5%
Design
 
 
Figure 8. Levels narrower than base for 3-
level attributes 
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The design dimensions in Figures 1-9 are translated into SC screens as illustrated in Figure 10. 
The number of attribute levels and the range of these levels are identical within each of the 16 
designs defined by the master plan. They only vary across designs. Each sampled commuter is 
given a varying number of choice sets (or scenarios), but the number of attributes and 
alternatives remain fixed. Variation in the number of attributes and alternatives occurs across 
commuters. 
 
 
 
Figure 10. An example of a stated choice screen 
 
 
4. Quantifying a Choice Complexity Index (CCI)  
 
In a previous section we suggested that choice complexity is a generic label for task 
complexity, cognitive burden and task order or information (over)load. The design of designs 
presented in Section 3 offers a rich array of empirical measures of potential complexity. 
Although a single index that somehow combines potential influences on degrees of complexity 
is appealing, there is also much merit in investigating the role of each contributing element to a 
single index. For example, the number of attributes per alternative may be a greater contributor 
to information overload than having less attributes per alternative but more alternatives. 
Alternatively, the number of attributes may not matter at all but the range might, especially 
relative to the level currently experienced. These examples highlight the complexities 
associated with establishing a meaningful index of complexity (see also Swait and Adamowicz 
(2001), and Mazzota and Opaluch (1995)).  
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We have to also recognise that the way that contributing elements impact on a complexity 
index will vary according to the location on the risk spectrum of a decision maker. For 
example, a risk-averse individual may well always (or on most choice occasions) choose the 
current alternative or they may only consider alternatives that are better on a particular subset 
of attributes. Revealing the decision rule is as much part of the challenge as establishing what 
influence design dimensions have on the choice response. We must be extremely careful here 
in making inferences. While we might be reasonably confident in establishing what influence 
particular design dimensions have on choice responses, this does not tell us what decision rule 
is being used by a decision maker. It may send signals as to possible rules, but there is no 
guaranteed unique ‘solution’. In this paper we do not offer a mapping between the ‘type of 
decision maker’ and how design complexity is handled12.  
 
A general CCI might take the form given in (1), associated with each alternative in each choice 
set. 
 
CCIc = f[d(attributes), g(alternatives), h(cumulative choice sets)]    (1) 
 
where 
 
d(attributes) = d( ∑∑
==
J
j
jk
K
k
att
11
;   max corrkk’; min corrkk’; attcurk-attjk, k=1,…K, j=1,…,J; stddevk)
            (2) 
 
g(alternatives) = g(#alts)         (3) 
 
h(cumulative choice sets) = h(order in sequence)      (4) 
 
The CCI can be incorporated into the choice model in a number of ways. In a latent class 
model, for example, the class membership probability is given by Hiq= α + CCIc. Thus 
parameterisation of (1) given (2-4) in the LCML model will reveal the influence that choice 
complexity has, as represented by design dimensionality, on choice response. One can also 
include the dimensions underlying CCI in the covariance heterogeneity (CovHet) model as a 
decomposition of the variance of the unobserved effects. For mixed logit (ML), the 
components of CCI can be made a function of the random parameters, which is equivalent to 
the variance of the non-IIA error component.  A further strategy (herein) within an MNL or 
standard nested logit context is to estimate the model, save the predicted (relative) utilities 
associate with each alternative in the choice set and regress these against the components of the 
CCI. This will produce an (exogenously) parameterisd CCI that can then be included as a 
single index in the LCML, CovHet and ML models (Hensher 2003, 2003a). 
 
A series of hypotheses can be linked to the components of the CCI. However before setting out 
the hypotheses, it is important to be clear about the outcome criteria used to assess the impact 
of design dimensionality being evaluated via each hypothesis. We have selected three output 
dimensions: (i) the marginal rate of substitution, at the mean, between each time-related 
attribute and each cost attribute and (ii) the distribution of these marginal rates of substitution 
                                                          
12 This is left to future research involving a non-linear canonical correlation analysis to map decision makers, 
decisions rules and design complexity (Hensher and Rose in progress). 
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across the sampled population, where non-linear main effects and interactions permit a 
representation of a distribution. We refer to the marginal rate of substitution as willingness to 
pay (WTP) for an attribute or its valuation, and (iii) the choice probabilities across the entire 
set of choice sets. Given that the design is generic and that the only parameter that is 
alternative-specific is a constant associated with the current (or base) alternative, the choice 
probability distribution across the sampled population associated with each choice set is not 
particularly informative. What is informative however is the extent of variability in choice 
responses across the full experiment and its impact on WTP. There are many interesting 
hypothesis that will be investigated in forthcoming papers, but four that are investigated herein 
are given below.  
 
• Hypothesis 1: The increased range of an attribute reduces the mean valuation of an 
attribute. 
o Comment: Increased range suggests greater variability within one attribute, 
which increases the uncertainty of the attribute’s role (in contrast to a limited 
range which may simplify the assessment of an attribute’s role). 
 
• Hypothesis 2: The increased range of levels across all attributes reduces the mean 
valuation of each attribute. 
o Comment: As the overall range of attributes increases, providing increased 
distributional information (or opportunities), we postulate that the relative 
parameter estimate of each attribute will increase.  
 
• Hypothesis 3: An increase in the quantity of information provided increases the 
variance with which individuals make choices. 
o Comment: Based on DeShazo and Fermo (2001) but with thresholds based on 
the number of alternatives in a choice set.  This variance is accommodated in 
the decomposition of the latent class contribution and is referred to as latent 
heterogeneity attributable to design dimensionality.  The amount of information 
is measured on all design dimensions as well as in aggregate. For example, an 
increase in the number of attributes is an increase in information as is an 
increase in the number of alternatives.  
 
• Hypothesis 4: The difference in absolute and/or relative WTP for an aggregated 
attribute (eg total travel time) and a weighted average of its constituency (ie free flow, 
slow down and stop/start time) is not independent of the design dimensionality 
o Comment: In comparing the overall attribute valuation of total travel time 
(based on its own marginal utility) with the weighted average associated with 
knowledge of the marginal utility of each of the three attributes, how much of 
the difference can be attributable to increased processing in contrast to the true 
differences in marginal utility? Regressing the differences in marginal utilities 
or WTP against design dimensions will provide some indication of the statistical 
influence of the design.  
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5. Analysis Plans 
 
Unlike Swait and Adamowicz (2001) and DeShazo and Fermo (2001) who used an SC design 
with a fixed number of attributes per alternative, we have treated the number of attributes as a 
design dimension. Consequently analysis of the pooled data set is potentially problematic. 
While pooling respondents creates no problems in respect of differing numbers of alternatives, 
choice sets, attribute levels and attribute ranges, it does present a challenge when an attribute is 
‘missing’ in subsets of the data (see below a solution). This attribute cannot take a value of 
‘zero’ for obvious reasons. Excluding that attribute typically amounts to eliminating the entire 
observation, which is unacceptable.  
 
Our study is unique in its specification of the attribute set. We begin with six attributes with 
variations in the number of attributes achieved through attribute aggregation. The set of 
attribute dimensions varies as an aggregation condition and not as an inclusion/exclusion of 
specific attributes per se. For example, travel time has maximal disaggregation to reveal 
potential heterogeneity in the marginal utility of travel time. The components are free flow 
time, slowed down time and stop/start time. From these three attributes we can create a non-
free-flow attribute (as the sum of slowed down and stop/start time) as well as a total travel time 
attribute (summing all three components). What we are doing in this design strategy is 
assessing not only the role of components on time in respect of differential marginal utilities, 
but also the potential for cognitive burden when more attributes have to be processed. 
Separating these effects out is important to understanding the influence of the design of the SC 
experiment.  
 
A particularly interesting question is: In comparing the overall attribute valuation of total travel 
time (based on its own marginal utility) with the weighted average associated with knowledge 
of the marginal utility of each of the three attributes, how much of the difference can be 
attributable to increased processing in contrast to the true differences in marginal utility? One 
possible way of investigating this issue is to control for the number of attributes by interacting 
this variable with each of the attributes; however since this will not vary across the alternatives 
within a choice set and across choice sets for an individual, the only variation we have in our 
data is across sampled individuals. This can be handled in the LCML model through 
parameterising the latent heterogeneity index; however this is less attractive than a mixed logit 
specification (see Hensher (2003)) in which we can introduce deep parameters for each of the 
travel time attributes to establish the influence of number of attributes (heterogeneity in the 
mean parameter estimate) on the marginal utility of each component of travel time.  
Establishing a distribution of mean valuations of each attribute can then be established only if 
we can find a way of pooling the data across sub-samples with differing numbers of attributes. 
The LCML specification does not require pooling.   
 
There is a pooling solution.  It involves expanding the alternatives to distinguish them by the 
number of attributes. Thus, with up to 5 alternatives (including the current), and 4 ‘levels’ of 
the number of attributes, we can create 20 alternatives. Each utility expression is specialised to 
a given specification of the attributes, with a common set of generic parameters across all 
alternatives for a given number of attributes. By using a nested logit framework and 
implementing the nested-logit trick (see Hensher and Bradley (1993), Louviere et al 2000), for 
example, with a common number of attributes associated with each branch, we can identify the 
scale (or variance) parameter and establish if there are any significant differences due to the 
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number of attributes. Alternatively a CHL model (Hensher 2003) can be estimated in which a 
single scale parameter across all alternatives is a function of the number of attributes. It should 
be noted that because we have assigned a given design to each sampled respondent, we can 
treat the application as if we have separate samples for each design and ‘pool’ the data, 
accounting for differences in scale associated with the underlying variance of the unobserved 
effects of each utility expression13.  Although the principle of pooling data sets is specifically 
appropriate at the design level, it can also be applied at the level of the common number of 
attributes to resolve the concerns about mixing designs with varying number of attributes. 
 
Table 3 shows the variation in the design dimensions for a given number of attributes. This is 
important to know, especially if we were to estimate separate models for each set of 
observations that have the same number of attributes associated with an alternative. The 
preferred strategy (at least initially and herein) involves pooling of the data as a single 
application data set. 
 
Table 3. The sub-designs with a common number of attributes 
 
Design Code # Attributes Choice Set Size # Alternatives # Levels Range 
4 6 2 3 Wider 
5 15 2 4 Narrower 
7 9 4 4 Wider 
13 
 
 
3 
12 2 3 Narrower 
0 15 3 3 Base 
1 12 3 4 Wider 
11 9 4 2 Narrower 
14 
 
 
4 
9 2 2 Base 
2 15 2 2 Wider 
3 9 2 4 Base 
10 6 3 4 Narrower 
15 
 
 
5 
12 4 3 Narrower 
6 6 3 2 Narrower 
8 15 4 4 Base 
9 6 4 3 Wider 
12 
 
 
6 
12 3 2 Base 
 
 
6. Overview of the Sample Data 
 
514 face to face CAPI surveys (using 9 interviewers, with 2 observed by a supervisor) were 
undertaken in the Sydney metropolitan area between 19 October and 23 November 2002. This 
was preceded by a pilot survey of 36 commuters, which was sufficiently large (after expansion 
of choice sets) to enable estimation of multinomial logit models to at least assess the parameter 
estimates in respect of sign and relative magnitude (on marginal effects). 502 of the 514 
surveys were useable. The 12 rejected surveys were abandoned during the data collection phase 
due to errors made by interviewers (who entered the data incorrectly onto the CAPI on behalf 
of the commuter). 138 telephone validations were attempted and 60 were completed with 100% 
assurance of the completed CAPI. A summary of the call analysis is given in Table 4.  
                                                          
13 We could have taken each design and develop blocks (eg choice sets of 8 from 32 choice sets); administering a 
set of blocks from one or more designs to each sampled respondent.  
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Sampling was stratified random according to geographical location of the household. 
Screening questions established eligibility in respect of commuting by car. Quotas were 
imposed for three trip lengths: less than 30 minutes (256), 30-60 minutes (190) and 60-90 
minutes (60). The entire Sydney metropolitan area was covered from Menai in the south, 
Marayong/Richmond in the northwest, Hornsby in the north, North Narrabeen in the east, 
McGraths Hill in the west. 
 
Table 4. Profile of the Data Collection Activity 
 
Item Number Percentage (%) 
Non contact/no one at home 2909 45 
Interviews 514 8 
Refusals 787 12 
Call back/too busy 380 6 
Other (eg language) 326 5 
Screening: no driver in household 252 4 
Screening: Do not drive to work 1173 18 
Quota fail (short trip only) 105 2 
Total attempts 6446 100 
   
Table 5 summarises the design dimensionality associated with the surveyed car commuters. All 
designs are well represented, with the smallest number of observations being 174 and the 
largest 480. These are associated with sample sizes in the range of 25-35 car commuters. The 
latter suggest that the outcome of the empirical data collection strategy has approximately 
preserved the planned equal representation of each design across the sampled population. 
There are insufficient sampled individuals to estimate design-specific models (despite the 
number of observations when expanded out by the number of choice sets). Although we plan 
an ongoing data collection effort (subject to funding)14, we have enough data to estimate, with 
confidence, a pooled model.  
 
Table 5. An Overview of the Empirical Incidence of Design Dimensionality 
 
Design Identifier # Choice Sets #Alts* #Atts # levels No. of 
Observations 
No. of 
commuters 
0 15 4 4 3 480 32 
1 12 4 4 4 408 34 
2 15 3 5 2 525 35 
3 9 3 5 4 306 34 
4 6 3 3 3 198 33 
5 15 3 3 4 480 32 
6 6 4 6 2 198 33 
7 9 5 3 4 297 33 
8 15 5 6 4 465 31 
9 6 5 6 3 186 31 
10 6 4 5 4 174 29 
11 9 5 4 2 270 30 
12 12 4 6 2 300 25 
13 12 3 3 3 312 26 
14 9 3 4 2 252 28 
15 12 5 5 3 336 28 
*= plus the current ‘alternative’ 
 
                                                          
14 We have since developed an internet version of the exact same CAPI instrument.  
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Another way of looking at the richness of the data is to cross-tabulate by each of the design 
dimensions to see the size of the sample associated with specific combinations of the 
dimensionality (Table 6). This is not easily established in Table 5 (for example, the number of 
observations for commuters who were shown 6 choice sets and 4 alternatives each at 2 levels). 
The bolded numbers in Table 6 define the number of observations for each dimensionality. The 
smallest sub-sample is 174 observations for a choice set of size 6 with 4 alternatives, 5 
attributes and 4 levels. The largest sub-sample is 525 observations for a choice set of size 15 
with 3 alternatives, 5 attributes and 2 levels. This is indeed a healthy range of exposure to 
varying design dimensions.  
 
Figure 11 uses the kernel density as a modification of the familiar histogram to describe the 
profile of the attribute levels graphically across the sample15.  The kernel density estimator is a 
‘smoothed’ plot that shows, for each selected point, the proportion of the sample that is ‘near’ 
it16. Nearness is defined by a weighting function called the kernel function, which will have the 
characteristic that the farther a sample observation is from the selected point, the smaller will 
be the weight that it receives. The last graph is the sum of all the time components for each 
alternative and observation to establish an overall travel time distribution for the sample. It is 
representative of the trip length distribution in the Sydney Metropolitan Area. Table 7 
summarises the mean and range of each attribute, reported according to the number of 
attributes in a design. 
                                                          
15 The disadvantages of the histogram that are overcome with kernel estimators are, first that histograms are 
discontinuous whereas (our models assume) the underlying distributions are continuous and, second, the shape of 
the histogram is crucially dependent on the assumed widths and placements of the bins.  Intuition suggests that the 
first of these problems is mitigated by taking narrower bins, but the cost of doing so is that the number of 
observations that land in each bin falls so that the larger picture painted by the histogram becomes increasingly 
variable and imprecise.   
16 Hence the name: ‘density.’  
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Table 6. Summary of Design Dimensionality Profile of Sample 
 
No. of  Levels by No. of Attributes  Count of Choice 
Responses 
  
 
 2 Levels 2 Total 3 Levels 3 Total 4 Levels 4 Total Grand Total 
# Choice Sets #alts 4 atts 5 atts 6 atts  3 atts 4 atts 5 atts 6 atts  3 atts 4 atts 5 atts 6 atts   
3     198    198      198 
4   198 198        174  174 372 
6 
  
5        186 186      186 
Total (6 csets)    198 198 198   186 384   174  174 758 
3 252   252        306  306 558 9 
  5 270   270      297    297 567 
Total (9 csets)  522   522      297  306  603 1125 
3     312    312      312 
4   300 300       408   408 708 
12 
  
  
5       336  336      336 
Total (12 csets)    300 300 312  336  648  408   408 1356 
3  525  525      480    480 1005 
4      480   480      480 
15 
  
  
5             465 465 465 
Total (15 csets)   525  525  480   480 480   465 945 1950 
Grand Total  522 525 498 1545 510 480 336 186 1512 777 408 480 465 2130 5187 
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                           Figure 11. Profile of Attribute levels 
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Table 7. Descriptive Statistics on Design Attributes 
 
Attribute 3 Attribute Design 4 Attribute Design 5 Attribute Design 6 Attribute Design 
Free flow time  17.8 (2-72) 17.1 (0-63) 18.2 (2-84) 
Slowed time   10.7 (0-64) 8.6 (0-70) 
Stop/start time   8.9 (0-72) 10.5 (0-98) 
Uncertainty time 19.1 (0-96) 17.7 (0-112) 19.3 (0-90) 19.5 (0-147) 
Slowed/stop/start time  17.6 (0-84)   
Total time 37.7 (1-144)    
Running cost    2.2 (.2-8.2) 
Toll cost    1.36 (0-7.8) 
Total cost 3.0 (.1-16) 2.7 (.2-16.4) 2.7 (.2-14.6)  
 
 
6.1 Preliminary MNL Models for WTP Interacted with Design Dimensions 
 
Before developing advanced discrete choice models, it is sensible to gain a better 
understanding of the potential influence of each design dimension on the WTP, in particular 
the valuation of travel time savings (VTTS). We ran a series of multinomial logit (MNL) 
models in which all travel time attributes were interacted with the five design dimensions17. 
Separate models were initially estimated for each design dimension and are summarised in 
Table 8. Some interactions are not statistically significant. Overall there is evidence to suggest 
that the number of alternatives and the number of attribute levels do not appear to have a 
statistically significant influence, whereas this is not the situation for the number of choice sets 
and attribute range. The evidence is less clear for the number of attributes. More informative is 
the set of VTTS in Table 9 derived from Table 8. From Table 9, as the deviation of the range 
ratio from unity increases, we see greater variability in the WTP due to design dimensionality.  
 
Table 8. Multinomial Logit Choice Models of Interactions between Design Dimensions and 
Choice Attributes (5,187 observations) 
 
Attribute # attributes # 
alternatives 
# attribute 
levels 
# choice sets Wide range Narrow range 
Current (1,0) .643 (18.8) .661 (19.0) .638 (18.6) .666 (19.2) .688 (19.7) .698 (20.1) 
Free flow time -.238 (-5.2) -.167 (-4.2) -.232 (-8.2) -.194 (-5.7) -.168 (-16.7) -.139 (-18.2) 
Slowed time -.319 (-3.4) -.107 (-2.7) -.129 (-4.4) -.191 (-5.6) -.122 (-10.8) -.092 (-10.1) 
Stop/start time .0533 (.5) .0176 (.41) -.128 (-4.0) -.197 (-5.8) -.157 (-13.5) -.121 (-12.9) 
Uncertainty time -.041 (-2.5) .0034 (.2) -.029 (-2.3) -.029 (-2.1) -.022 (-5.0) -.015 (-4.3) 
Slowed/stop/start 
time -.149 (-18.8) -.079 (-1.4) -.277 (-8.2) -.167 (-4.3) -.162 (-17.4) -.133 (-16.5) 
Total time -.182 (-23.7) -.307 (-10.1) -.124 (-2.3) .058 (2.3) -.301 (-17.7) -.134 (-16.4) 
Interactions:       
Free flow time .0177 (2.0) .0047 (.5) .026 (3.1) .0036 (1.5) .051 (3.4) -.158 (-4.3) 
Slowed time .0382 (2.2) -.001 (-.1) .0048 (.5) .0066 (2.4) .034 (1.9) -.145 (-5.4) 
Stop/start time -.034 (-1.9) -.014 (-3.7) -.0040 (-.4) .0048 (1.8) .054 (2.9) -.154 (-4.9) 
Uncertainty time .005 (1.5) -.005 (-1.3) .0034 (.9) .0009 (.8) .009 (1.3) -.026 (-2.5) 
Slowed/stop/start 
time - -.017 (-1.1) .0428 (4.0) .0018 (.6) .068 (4.2) -.092 (-3.4) 
                                                          
17 These MNL models did not include a series of D-1 design dummy variables to represent the contrast effects of 
the 16 designs. We wanted to establish the role of specific design dimensions, which are also correlated with the 
overall design specifications. However, when we introduced the 15 design dummy variables into the non-current 
alternatives utility expressions (in addition to the interaction terms) and ran the MNL models, its main impact was 
on the constant for the current alternative. The range ratios changed very little, typical examples being for the 
number of choice sets: range ratio for free flow time was 1.29 (compared to 1.23 in Table 9) and slowed down 
time was 1.61 (compared to 1.64 in Table 9). 
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Total time - .032 (4.4) -.016 (-1.1) -.025 (-9.2) .167 (8.9) -.171 (-9.0) 
Cost attributes:       
Running cost -.705 (-6.5) -.730 (-6.7) -.734 (-6.8) -.737 (-6.8) -.719 (-6.6) -.703 (-6.6) 
Toll cost -1.12 (-15.5) -1.14 (-15.9) -1.15 (-16.4) -1.12 (-15.9) -1.13 (-16.0) -1.09 (-15.6) 
Total cost -.959 (-23.7) -.892 (-15.2) -.925 (-16.4) -.850 (-15.3) -.808 (-14.5) -.81 (-14.7) 
       
Log-Likelihood -5366.9 -5356.2 -5362.3 -5323.6 -5312.3 -5291.9 
 
Note: The #attributes model (column 2) was problematic. We were unable to estimate a model with all design attributes, and 
hence eliminated the interactions for total time and the sum of non-free flow times in order to obtain a model that converged 
that did not produce a number of fixed parameters.  This limitation disappeared when we specified a nested logit model in 
which the branches were defined by the number of attributes (see later section). 
 
We have derived WTP indicators based on the ratio of a travel time attribute (interacted with a 
design dimension) and a cost attribute. There are three cost attributes throughout the design and 
so we report the ones applicable to the utility expressions where they were traded with the 
respective travel time attributes. Since the relationship between the WTP measures across the 
three cost attributes is exactly proportional, the variation in the evidence due to design 
dimensionality is the same for all three cost-related measures. The most startling results pertain 
to the attribute range.  We see range ratios derived from the VTTS associated with the highest 
and lowest level of each design dimension varying from 2.3 (total travel time) to 3.28 (for 
travel time variability). Importantly, all time-related attributes produce mean VTTS’s that can 
vary by a factor of 2.3 to 3.28 when one moves from a narrow range to a wide range. This is 
consistent with the White et al (1998) position that the attribute range can significantly alter 
parameter estimates. There is a consistently large variation in WTP on all travel time attributes. 
As hypothesised, the VTTS is higher for the narrower range; however what we now know is 
that when we contrast a narrow range that is  ±20% from current time components and a wider 
range that is -30% to +60%, we now can establish the degree of variation in VTTS.  
A closer look at the other design dimensions, where we have statistically significant interaction 
effects, suggests that the variability for slowed down time associated with the number of choice 
sets (1.64), the number of attributes (2.27) and the number of alternatives (0.55 or 1.82 if we 
reverse the base) is also relatively high, as is travel time for the number of choice sets (0.48 or 
2.1). Free flow time has a range ratio of 1.4 for the number of attributes and stop-start is 0.6 
(1.7 in inverted). There is also high variability for two attributes when we vary the number of 
levels of each attribute (with a range ratio of 1.41 for free flow time and 1.80 for slowed down-
stop-star time). We cannot support this conclusion for the other interactions between design 
dimensions and attributes.  
 
Given the initial evidence in Table 9, we cannot reject hypothesis 1 that the increased range of 
an attribute reduces the mean WTP for an attribute. The evidence is systematic across all travel 
time attributes. For the number of levels of an attribute, we have mixed findings. For the three 
statistically significant attributes, two of them (ie free flow time and slowed down plus stop-
start time) decrease in WTP as the number of levels increase (non-rejection of hypothesis 2) 
and total time increases.  The differences are substantial for the decrease in WTP for free flow 
time ($11.65 to $9.95 to $8.25) as the number of levels increase from 2 to 3 to 4; for slowed 
down plus stop-start time it varies from $12.40 to $6.86. In contrast the travel time WTP 
increases from $10.03 to $12.06 per person hour.   
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Table 9. Influence of Design Dimensionality on the Willingness to Pay for Travel Time Savings  
 
 Denominator  
Valuation by Number of Alternatives: Run cost $ Tollcost $ Total cost $ Range  Ratio
Free Flow Time  *     
Nalts = 3 12.58 8.06 10.29 1.067 
Nalts = 4 12.19 7.81 9.97  
Nalts = 5 11.80 7.56 9.65  
Slowed Down Time *     
Nalts = 3 9.02 7.38 5.78 0.97 
Nalts = 4 9.12 5.85 5.85  
Nalts = 5 9.23 5.91 5.91  
Stop-Start Time     
Nalts = 3 8.01 5.13 6.55 0.55 
Nalts = 4 11.16 7.15 9.13  
Nalts = 5 14.31 9.17 11.71  
Trip Time Variability (Uncertainty) *     
Nalts = 3 1.05 0.68 0.86 0.54 
Nalts = 4 1.50 0.96 1.23  
Nalts = 5 1.94 1.24 1.59  
Slowed down plus stop-start time *     
Nalts = 3   8.66 0.79 
Nalts = 4   9.78  
Nalts = 5   10.90  
Total travel time     
Nalts = 3   27.08 0.96 
Nalts = 4   29.22  
Nalts = 5   31.36  
 
* = interaction not statistically significant. . Statistically significant range ratios are in bold.
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Valuation by Range of Attributes  Run cost $ Tollcost $ Total cost $ Range Ratio
Free Flow Time     
Narrow 24.56 16.49 22.25 2.55 
Wide 9.64 6.23 8.71  
Slowed Down Time      
Narrow 20.24 13.17 17.66 2.71 
Wide 7.29 4.64 6.49  
Stop-Start Time     
Narrow 23.46 15.18 20.47 2.69 
Wide 8.53 5.43 7.60  
Trip Time Variability (Uncertainty)      
Narrow 3.55 2.30 3.10 3.28 
Wide 1.06 0.67 0.94  
Slowed down plus stop-start time     
Narrow   16.78 2.40 
Wide   6.97  
Total travel time     
Narrow   22.71 2.3 
Wide   9.96  
 
Valuation by Number of Attribute Levels (2,3,4): Run cost $ Tollcost $ Total cost $ Range Ratio
Free Flow Time     
Nlvls =2 14.67 9.42 11.65 1.41 
Nlvls =3 12.54 8.04 9.95  
Nlvls =4 10.40 6.67 8.25  
Slowed Down Time *     
Nlvls =2 9.80 6.29 7.78 1.08 
Nlvls =3 9.41 6.03 7.47  
Nlvls =4 9.01 5.78 7.15  
Stop-Start Time *     
Nlvls =2 11.18 7.18 8.88 0.94 
Nlvls =3 11.51 7.39 9.14  
Nlvls =4 11.84 7.60 9.40  
Trip Time Variability (Uncertainty) *     
Nlvls =2 1.77 1.14 1.40 1.46 
Nlvls =3 1.49 0.95 1.18  
Nlvls =4 1.21 0.77 0.96  
Slowed down plus stop-start time     
Nlvls =2   12.40 1.80 
Nlvls =3   9.63  
Nlvls =4   6.86  
Total travel time      
Nlvls =2   10.03 0.83 
Nlvls =3   11.04  
Nlvls =4   12.06  
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Valuation by Number of Choice Sets (6,9,12,15): Run cost $ Tollcost $ Total cost $ Range Ratio
Free Flow Time*     
ChSets =6 14.02 9.21 12.11 1.23 
ChSets =9 13.14 8.62 11.34  
ChSets =12 12.25 8.04 10.58  
ChSets =15 11.36 7.46 9.81  
Slowed Down Time      
ChSets =6 12.37 8.12 10.68 1.64 
ChSets =9 10.75 7.06 9.28  
ChSets =12 9.13 6.00 7.89  
ChSets =15 7.51 4.93 6.49  
Stop-Start Time*     
ChSets =6 13.71 9.00 11.84 1.34 
ChSets =9 12.54 8.23 10.83  
ChSets =12 11.36 7.46 9.81  
ChSets =15 10.19 6.69 8.80  
Trip Time Variability (Uncertainty) *     
ChSets =6 1.99 1.31 1.72 1.49 
ChSets =9 1.77 1.16 1.53  
ChSets =12 1.55 1.02 1.34  
ChSets =15 1.33 0.88 1.15  
Slowed down plus stop-start time *     
ChSets =6   11.00 1.12 
ChSets =9   10.61  
ChSets =12   10.23  
ChSets =15   9.84  
Total travel time     
ChSets =6   14.62 0.48 
ChSets =9   19.88  
ChSets =12   25.14  
ChSets =15   30.40  
 
 Denominator  
Valuation by Number of Attributes (3,4,5,6): Run cost $ Tollcost $ Total cost $ Range Ratio 
Free Flow Time     
Natts=3 15.74 9.91 11.57 1.40 
Natts=4 14.23 8.96 10.46  
Natts=5 12.72 8.01 9.35  
Natts=6 11.22 7.06 8.25  
Slowed Down Time     
Natts=3 17.40 10.95 12.79 2.27 
Natts=4 14.14 8.90 10.40  
Natts=5 10.89 6.86 8.01  
Natts=6 7.64 4.81 5.62  
Stop-Start Time     
Natts=3 13.22 8.32 9.72 0.60 
Natts=4 16.11 10.14 11.84  
Natts=5 19.00 11.96 13.97  
Natts=6 21.90 13.78 16.10  
Trip Time Variability (Uncertainty) *     
Natts=3 2.21 1.39 1.63 2.36 
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Natts=4 1.79 1.13 1.31  
Natts=5 1.36 0.86 1.00  
Natts=6 0.94 0.59 0.69  
 
Hypothesis 3 will be considered below, but hypothesis 4 is assessed using the data in 
Table 10. The mean VTTS derived from the samples who traded total travel time 
against total cost is $22.71 per person hour. Where we have varying numbers of 
attributes to process, Table 10 suggests unambiguously that the mean weighted average 
VTTS increases as the number of attributes decreases (typically $19.7 for 4 attributes 
(including trip uncertainty time), $20.6 for 5 attributes and $23.25 for 6 attributes). The 
VTTS associated with the simpler experiment (designs 4, 5, 7, 13) is closest to the 6 
attribute results and indeed lies right in the middle of the range ($20.8 to $24.6). What 
can we conclude? The good news seems to be that the range of WTP from a number of 
designs tends to be contained when we convert all WTP indicators (in this instance 
associated with travel time savings) to an overall (ie total time) WTP. Although a range 
of $19.47 to $23.41 for the mean VTTS per design is large, based on absolute and 
percentage difference, it is a range that would be typical of sensitivity testing in serious 
applications. The less-than-good news is that design dimensionality does have a 
significant influence on mean estimates of WTP and must be identified and accounted 
for. While we can reduce the variability through an aggregation strategy such as in 
Table 10, it does not eliminate the variability sufficiently to be confident that any one 
design will yield an appropriate mean WTP. $19.47 vs $23.41 is a significant difference 
in the benefits of time savings when converted to the total traffic impact for a project. 
 
Table 10. Assessing Hypothesis 4 on Weighted Average vs Total Time VTTS 
 
Design Identifier Time components (excluding time 
variability) 
Cost components Weighted Ave 
VTTS 
2 Free flow, slowed down, stop-start Total cost 20.66 (18.7-22.3) 
3 Free flow, slowed down, stop-start Total cost 20.58 (18.6-22.3) 
10 Free flow, slowed down, stop-start Total cost 20.72 (18.9-22.3) 
15 Free flow, slowed down, stop-start Total cost 20.54 (18.7-22.0) 
6 Free flow, slowed down, stop-start Run cost, toll cost 23.39 (21.9-24.6) 
8 Free flow, slowed down, stop-start Run cost, toll cost 23.41 (21.3-24.5) 
9 Free flow, slowed down, stop-start Run cost, toll cost 23.18 (21.3-24.3) 
12 Free flow, slowed down, stop-start Run cost, toll cost 23.19 (20.8-24.4) 
0 Free flow, slowed down-stop-start Total cost 19.83 (17.46-22.3) 
1 Free flow, slowed down-stop-start Total cost 19.77 (17.12-22.3) 
11 Free flow, slowed down-stop-start Total cost 19.71 (17.4-22.3) 
14 Free flow, slowed down-stop-start Total cost 19.47 (17.5-22.3) 
4, 5,7,13 Total time Total cost 22.71 
 
 
Table 11 reveals some interesting evidence on the extent to which travel time and cost 
are processed when there is more than one travel time (excluding uncertainty of trip 
arrival time) or travel cost component. With over 75% of the respondent’s aggregating 
all travel time dimensions as part of the way they process the attribute information, it is 
not surprising that the parameter estimates for a simple MNL model (Table 12) do not 
vary much between the time components. Trip cost, where provided as running and toll 
costs, is also aggregated by over 61% of the relevant sub-sample. What we appear to be 
seeing is a simplifying information processing strategy where many respondents 
contrast aggregate time with aggregate cost. For trip time, there is the possibility that 
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this might also be attributable to the sum of all non-free flow travel time components 
being close to the free flow time on average (Table 7). Other notable evidence is that 
cost and trip time uncertainty tend to be ignored, typically for 25%-40% of the sample 
administered the specific design; in contrast the travel components are ignored by less 
than 20% of those given a specific design. The information summarised in Table 11 
provides the basis for exploring alternative information processing strategies (IPS’s) in 
Hensher (2003a). 
 
Table 11. Summary of Attribute Role and Treatment of Additivity in Respondent’s 
Processing of SC Screens (proportion of observations). 
 
Add Ignored  
 
Design 
Time Cost Free 
flow 
time 
Slowed 
down 
time 
Stop-
start 
time 
Slow-
stop-
start 
time 
Uncertainty 
of arrival 
time 
Total 
time 
Run 
cost 
Toll 
cost 
Total 
Cost 
0 .781  .156   .218 .250    .469 
1 .794  .088   .147 .323    .412 
2 .829  .143 .00 .00  .400     
3 .853  .235 .00 .00  .382    .000 
4       .333 .091   .424 
5       .344 .063   .468 
6 .758 .636 .182 .182 .212  .272  .303 .455  
7       .364 .061   .424 
8 .839 .613 .065 .290 .194  .452  .387 .387  
9 .871 .677 .129 .161 .290  .323  .194 .355  
10 .793  .069 .00 .00  .483     
11 .900  .133   .100 .300    .367 
12 .800 .760 .00 .240 .160  .320  .240 .240  
13       .538 .00   .269 
14 .893  .143   .179 .393    .500 
15 .750  .071 .00 .00  .321     
 
Table 12. Multinomial and Nested Logit Choice Models with Design Dimension 
Contrasts (5,187 observations). Time is in minutes, cost is in dollars. 
 
MNL Nested Logit  
Attribute Parameter 
Estimate 
t-value Parameter Estimate t-value 
Current (1,0) .364 3.4 -.387  2.98 
Free flow time -.148 -19.2 -.142 -18.8 
Slowed time -.112 -12.6 -.106 -12.2 
Stop/start time -.143 -15.2 -.132 -14.7 
Uncertainty time -.0171 -5.1 -.0185 -5.6 
Slowed/stop/start time -.144 -17.7 -.143 -17.5 
Total time -.191 -22.4 -.193 -22.2 
Cost attributes:     
Running cost -.673 -6.0 -.516 -4.7 
Toll cost -.949 -8.8 -.720 -7.1 
Total cost -.938 -16.5 -.920 -16.2 
Design Dummy  variables:     
Design 1 -.112 -.74 -.134 -.87 
Design 2 -.213 -1.5 -.219 -1.14 
Design 3 -.212 -1.3 -.201 -.99 
Design 4 -.687 -3.3 -.476 -2.03 
Design 5 .129 .87 -.353 1.86 
Design 6 -.212 -1.1 -1.52 -4.46 
Design 7 -.805 -4.5 -.606 -2.93 
Design 8 -.549 -3.3 -1.87 -5.91 
Design 9 -.748 -3.4 -2.36 -5.83 
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Design 10 -.691 -3.7 -.686 -3.11 
Design 11 -.259 -1.5 -.266 -1.54 
Design 12 -.508 -2.7 -1.70 -5.38 
Design 13 -.410 -2.4 -.185 -.91 
Design 14 -.196 -1.05 -.212 -1.12 
Design 15 -.488 -3.2 -.481 -2.45 
Inclusive Values:     
Current alts (1-4)   1.00 fixed 
SC alts with 6 attributes   .843 30.5 
SC with 5 attributes   .996 66.9 
SC with 4 attributes   .994 71.3 
SC with 3 attributes   1.03 76.7 
Standard deviation of IV 
values: 
    
Current alts (1-4)   1.28 fixed 
SC alts with 6 attributes   1.52 30.5 
SC with 5 attributes   1.28 66.9 
SC with 4 attributes   1.29 71.3 
SC with 3 attributes   1.25 76.7 
Pseudo-R2  0.6573 
Log-Likelihood -5340.6 -5314.39 
 
The final exploratory activity involved a series of nested logit models in which we 
evaluated a number of nesting structures using the ‘nested-logit’ trick18 to reveal 
possible differences in the underlying scale parameters associated with pooling data 
from different samples. Since each individual is assigned to a single design (with a fixed 
number of attributes), we can treat the overall sample as 16 separate data sets and apply 
the standard procedures (see Louviere et al 2000) used in combining SC data sets (or SC 
and revealed preference data).  The preferred tree structure19 (given in Table 12) has five 
branches – a branch for all the alternatives associated with the current trip, and four 
branches for subsets of alternatives with a common number of attributes (ie 3, 4, 5 and 6 
attributes). The overall fit of the model is impressive (pseudo r2 of 0.6573); but most 
importantly we see evidence of the standard deviation of  the unobserved effects 
increasing as we increase the number of attributes offered in the SC choice set. This is 
especially noticeable for 6 attributes compared to 3, 4 and 5 attributes, and indeed 
suggests a threshold (the standard deviation is somewhat flat up to 6 attributes). The 
design-dimensional dummy variables also highlight the importance of the number of 
attributes. The four dummy variables associated with designs 6, 8, 9 and 12 are the 
statistically most significant and are associated with the full set of designs that have 6 
attributes. Given the negative signs on all four parameter estimates, we note, all other 
things being equal, that the presence of 6 attributes in contrast to 3-5 attributes reduces 
the relative utility associated with an alternative. The explanation in not obvious but the 
possible link with cognitive burden is worthy of consideration. 
 
After accounting for the role of the design attributes, the overall dimensionality of each 
design and the bias that may exist when one alternative is the current trip, we find that 
the key influence on differential variance across the alternatives is the number of 
attributes. More attributes (subject to a threshold) increases unexplained variance and 
hence has a smaller scale parameter. If we were interested in implementing this model 
as is, then we would rescale each sample according to the number of attributes. 
                                                          
18 As a ‘trick’ to reveal scale differences we need not worry about the inclusive value parameters 
satisfying the 0-1 bounds as a necessary condition for compliance with global utility maximization. This 
condition is only applicable within a choice set. See Hensher and Bradley (1993). 
19 We investigated a large number of tree structures in arriving at the preferred one. 
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However our task is to take this exploratory evidence and use it to assist in the 
unravelling of the contribution of each design dimension in more advanced choice 
analysis (in Hensher (2003)), using our choice complexity index.  
 
To gain an initial understanding of the role of a composite CCI index, we stored the 
(relative) utilities associated with each alternative and individual based on the MNL 
model in Table 12. A simple linear-additive regression model was estimated in which 
the explanatory variables were the design dimensions20. Given that the utility estimate 
associated with the MNL alternatives are negative, a negative parameter estimate in the 
IPS index indicates that an increase in the level of an explanatory variable increases the 
disutility and a positive parameter implies a decrease in disutility as we increase the 
level. For example, increasing the number of attributes reduces the disutility; in 
contrast, increasing the attribute range increases the disutility. 
 
The parameter estimates were used to specify the CCI as equation (5): 
CCI=.389*natts-.0635*nalts1-.4716*nlvls-1.159*wtb+.07208*ntb+.02715*chset (5) 
 
We then applied the formula to the data set to obtain the CCI distribution shown in 
Figure 12. What is of particular interest is the impact that specific design dimensionality 
has on CCI. We derived the CCI profile for each design as summarized in Table 13. The 
variation in CCI is substantial, which beckons the question as to which design 
dimensions are the main sources of such variability. To identify this we developed a 
series of Kernel density graphs as a useful way of visualizing the variability when we 
fix a single design dimension at a given level. They are given in the Appendix with the 
descriptive statistics for each graph in Table 14. The column of particular interest is the 
standard deviation.  
 
The greatest variability in the choice complexity indicator associated with each 
alternative across the sample is for the narrow range; the least variability across the 
sample is for the wide range. This is not surprising, reinforcing the variability in WTP 
in Table 9. If indeed it can be shown that there is a relationship between the CCI and 
WTP, then we may have a clue as to how one can weight the mean parameter estimates 
to control for differences in WTP attributable to design dimensionality. This mapping is 
investigated in Hensher (2003a) 
 
Kernel  densi ty estimate for     IPS
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Figure 12. The overall distribution of the choice complexity index 
(Note: Reference to IPS is reference to CCI) 
                                                          
20 More complex non-linear specifications are proposed and evaluated in Hensher (2003a). 
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Table 13. CCI for each Design 
 
Design Identifier 
(sorted by design 
attributes) 
Time components (excluding time 
variability) 
Cost components CCI 
2 Free flow, slowed down, stop-start Total cost .0596 
3 Free flow, slowed down, stop-start Total cost .1124 
10 Free flow, slowed down, stop-start Total cost .0395 
15 Free flow, slowed down, stop-start Total cost .6106 
6 Free flow, slowed down, stop-start Run cost, toll cost 1.372 
8 Free flow, slowed down, stop-start Run cost, toll cost .537 
9 Free flow, slowed down, stop-start Run cost, toll cost -.394 
12 Free flow, slowed down, stop-start Run cost, toll cost 1.462 
0 Free flow, slowed down-stop-start Total cost .2945 
1 Free flow, slowed down-stop-start Total cost -1.418 
11 Free flow, slowed down-stop-start Total cost .612 
14 Free flow, slowed down-stop-start Total cost .667 
4 Total time Total cost -1.434 
5 Total time Total cost -.4306 
7 Total time Total cost -1.952 
13 Total time Total cost -.4042 
 
 
Table 14. Descriptive Statistics for each CCI Index to Reveal Relative Variability 
 
Variable     Mean        Std.Dev.  Minimum    Maximum       
CCI          .0073      .915     -1.951      1.462       
CCIA3     -.5914      .720     -1.951      0.295      
CCIA4      -.2024      .720     -1.562      0.684      
CCIA5         .1865      .720     -1.173      1.073       
CCIA6         .5755      .720     -0.7845     1.462       
CCIL2         .1391      .919     -1.761      1.589       
CCIL3         .0756      .919     -1.824      1.526       
CCIL4         .0121      .919     -1.888      1.462       
CCIL5      -.0513      .919     -1.951      1.399       
CCIV2         .5447      .762     -1.008      1.480       
CCIV3         .0731      .762     -1.479      1.008       
CCIV4      -.3984      .762     -1.951      0.537      
CCIW       -.8201      .628     -1.951      0.303       
CCIN        11.612      3.23      5.633      15.883       
CCIC6      -.1423      .906     -2.033      1.371       
CCIC9      -.0609      .906     -1.951      1.453       
CCIC12        .0205      .906     -1.870      1.534       
CCIC15        .1019      .906     -1.788      1.616       
 
Note: CCIij is a choice complexity index in which we fix the level of a specific design dimension. ij=Aj is j attributes 
(j=3,4,5,6); ij=Lj is j  alternatives (j=2,3,4,5); ij=Vj is j attribute levels (2,3,4), ij=W is wide range attributes, ij=N is 
narrow range attributes, and ij=Cj is j choice sets (j=6,9,12,15). 
 
 
7. Conclusions 
 
In section 6 we identified the potential influence of the design dimensions on the WTP 
for time savings. Although we used simple multinomial logit models with linear 
interactions, we have been able to signal where the likely sources of variation in WTP 
due to design dimensionality are produced. We have also identified the influence on 
partitioning the full choice set according to the number of attributes.  
 
This paper is one in a series taking a close look at the evidence on the influence of 
design dimensionality, choice complexity and information processing strategy on WTP. 
In Hensher (2003) we take this new information and use it to specify a series of more 
advanced choice models as a narrowing down strategy. Once we have identified the 
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influence of design dimensionality on both the mean and variance of each attribute 
parameter (or on the utility expression(s) as a whole), we will be able to adjust (or 
control) for design differences in comparing the WTP across a number of designs.21  
 
Although we have identified the sources of variability in WTP associated with design 
dimensionality, we cannot recommend the preferred design. Simply establishing 
variations says nothing about which is the ‘correct’ design in terms of capturing 
behavioural content. We can however establish a framework within which one can 
rescale the evidence when comparing WTP from more than one stated choice 
experiment in which the dimensionality is different. If we can show that the differences 
are small within a range of design dimensions, then that is real progress in advising on 
what appears to not be a major concern and what is. 
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Appendix A. Profiles of Choice Complexity Indicators 
 
(Note: In all graphs, reference to IPS is reference to CCI) 
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(iii) Number of levels  
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(iv) Attribute range (wide and narrow) 
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